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About Windows and SQL Server hosting on Azure (IAAS and PAAS)

Windows server Migration to Infrastructure as a service and SQL Server migration to 

Infrastructure and Platform as a services is a solution based on industry standards to 

customer to cloud in order to leverage the best in class security, feasibility, scalability and 

operability. It’s the only Virtualized infrastructure that delivers simplified management, 

enhanced security, reduced manageability. Deploy and scale your Applications and 

Databases on demand, Secure the existing investments related to OS and SQL Licenses by 

Bringing the Licenses to use Azure Services and get built-in security and compliance 

features.

✓ Azure IAAS and PAAS is an optimal solution for cost reduction and ensuring on demand 

resources availability

✓ Reduce efforts in scheduling downtime for patching the Databases and Windows 

servers

✓ With SQL Managed instances, all you need to focus is the code. Quick provisioning and 

service scaling

✓ Managed automated backups, Built-in instance and database monitoring and metrics

✓ Reduced management overhead for virtualization platform

✓ Built-in Security, Compliance, Performance for Virtualization platform.

Windows Server and SQL Server on Azure
Infrastructure and Platform as a service
Improve efficiency and productivity while saving money

Leverage LiveRoute’s 

experience, expertise to 

accelerate implementation or 

migration starting from 

assessment, planning, 

designing, migrating, 

optimizing, service transition to 

managed services.
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LiveRoute, a Midis (MDS) Group company, is a Microsoft Gold Partner and one of the first 100% cloud-based 

companies in UAE and have been successfully serving our clients since 2008. LiveRoute provide end-to-end 

services across Microsoft Cloud and on-premises starting from new deployment, to 24/7 support and managed 

services. LiveRoute help customer reduce costs, increase efficiency, productivity and in effectively strengthening 

their workplace productivity.

Deliver value to business with quick wins:

Why LiveRoute?
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Be Agile and Quickly AvailableReduce the Manageability Optimize Cost, Increase Productivity

Our FREE Offer for you:

One day workshop to help you plan and explore Cloud readiness assessment in order to produce a 

migration feasibility plan to Azure IaaS and SQL IaaS/PaaS for your organization. In this workshop, we will 

present and brainstorm with you:

✓ Introduction to Data Center Assessment

✓ Data Center Assessment Outcome/Report

✓ Windows Server Migration strategy

✓ SQL Server Migration to Azure SQL VM

✓ SQL Server Migration to Azure SQL Managed Databases

✓ Build A roadmap covering:

✓ Best fit use case for your organizations

✓ Recommendations and considerations

✓ Define High level implementation / enhancement strategy

✓ High level requirements

✓ Recommend Next steps.
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LiveRoute offer end to end services to help organizations implementing and migrating to Microsoft Azure Windows 

Server and SQL servers to Azure IAAS and PAAS based on Virtualization needs.


